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to save money on your next property and avoid 
the one big mistake most Australians make
A Smart Buyers’ report from Brisbane Buyers’ Agency

tips
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welcome
and how to avoid a big mistake!
Hello – my name is paul palella, i’m a buyers’ agent and i’m committed to helping you save money and 
make a smart decision on your next property purchase.

Buying a property is something most of us do only two or three times in our lifetime. it’s a big and 
costly commitment.

Here’S a crazy fact - most Australians spend only one hour inspecting a property before they buy.

one hour. that’s a hard statistic to fathom when you consider we pay hundreds of thousands of 
dollars for properties in this country, we spend decades paying them off, and years living in them. 

That is one hour for a lifetime commitment – that’s a big mistake!

A national survey by St. george Bank found that while the average homebuyer will look at 12 
properties before finding one to buy, they spend very little time examining their chosen home. in fact, 
they spend less time choosing a house than a car.

that’s just unbelievable considering what a huge financial commitment buying a property is. in 
Brisbane buyers pay upwards of $400,000 for real estate, as well as tens of thousands of dollars extra 
paying for the associated costs, such as stamp duty.

With this in mind, as a buyer you need to be sure you’re getting it right when you sign on the dotted line.
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So how much time should you 
spend inspecting a property you 
want to buy? 
there’s no set amount, but you – or your buyers’ agent - should conduct at least two inspections 
with the real estate agent, and you should also attend the building and pest inspection (a satisfactory 
building and pest report should be a condition of your contract), as well as conducting a pre-
settlement inspection. 

that is at least four visits to the property, which gives you the time to make sure you are checking the 
things that might cost you a lot of money in the long run.

you don’t want to impulse buy when you first lay eyes on the property. unlike a dress or a shirt you 
might buy on a whim at the shops, you can’t return a property once you’ve bought it!

How can you save money through 
an inspection?
We’ve all heard the experts talk about the investment fundamentals of real estate. most of these relate 
to the property’s location – ie. is it close to public transport, shops, restaurants and cafes, and places of 
employment? it’s not often that people talk about the physical aspects of a property you should look 
for, but these can be just as important.

if you’ve ever seen Selling Houses Australia you’ll know how much the inside of a home can make a 
difference to a property. But it’s not just the appeal of the inside that can impact the success of your 
investment, it’s also the behind-the-scenes things, such as whether services are working properly, that 
can be the make or break. these sorts of things can cost you untold money in repairs or indeed even 
make your property uninhabitable. At the very least these items will impact on the day-to-day running 
of your home, as you will have to live with them 24/7 for many, many years.

often it’s not until a buyer settles on a home and goes into it, looking at the bare bones for the first 
time, that they start to see some of things they previously missed, such as scratches on the walls or 
appliances that aren’t working properly.

Avoid a $3000 mistake like this one … one of my clients told me they could have saved 
$3,000 if they had checked whether the air-conditioning worked on a pre-purchase inspection of her 
elderly pensioner parents’ retirement home.

ideally you should familiarise yourself with all the nooks and crannies of the property before you buy 
so there are no surprises.
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Don’t rely on a standard building 
and pest inspection – it’s costly
While you should always get a building and pest inspection to ensure the home is up to scratch 
structurally, you should also do your own thorough checks before committing to a purchase. 

there are things you might pick up in your initial inspections that mean you might not progress to 
doing a costly building and pest inspection. this could save you hundreds of dollars in an unnecessary 
building and pest inspection, as well as saving you money by prematurely starting the  
conveyancing process.

What do we recommend you look 
for in an inspection?
So what about these physical items you should look out for before you buy? 

As a real estate buyers’ agent i have a comprehensive list of things i look for in a property. if i find 
anything out of place i bring these things to my client’s attention so they can make a smarter and 
more informed decision when they buy.

i’d like to share with you my insiders’ inspection checklist to understand the physical items i 
recommend Brisbane homebuyers should look at during inspections. this is drawn from my years of 
experience in inspecting and buying properties for me and for my clients.

While many items on our list are not necessarily deal breakers, they are things you will need to be 
aware of – because they could cost you money and time.

if you know to look for these things and you find something amiss, you will know to budget for 
potential repairs, or ask for a reduction in the purchase price.

Also, if you choose not to go ahead with a purchase, based on finding something amiss, you’ll save 
more time and money, as you won’t go to contract and you won’t waste hundreds of dollars on a 
building and pest inspection that will ultimately show these issues.
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Brisbane Buyers’ Agency  
43 Tips to saving money on inspections 

checklist
Services 

1. Plumbing £  
is it faulty? turn on a couple of taps simultaneously and check for issues such as low water 
pressure and water hammer (a loud hammering-like noise that is caused by fast-moving  
water being shut off abruptly).

2. Plumbing  £ 
Does the property have galvanised steel pipes? if so, these will need to be replaced at some point.

3. Plumbing  £ 
moving plumbing on the upper level of a house (in a Queenslander) can affect the height  
under the house, which will particularly impact renovators.

4. Drainage  £ 
How many downpipes are there? make sure there’s enough for adequate drainage.

5. Drainage  £ 
Are there any low undulating spots in the yard? this can make drainage difficult.

6. Drainage  £ 
What is the location of the property? is it located below road level? this can lead to  
drainage issues. 

7. Drainage  £ 
What are the provisions for removing stormwater from your property? Local authorities have 
certain rules regarding placement of rubble pits, which may not even, be an option depending  
on circumstances.

8. Drainage  £ 
is there any water draining from the neighbour’s property onto your property? Has your 
neighbour addressed their stormwater adequately and within local authority rules? this can  
cause drainage issues for you and stress the relationship with your neighbour.

9. Appliances  £ 
check the condition of appliances that are included in the sale of the property, such as the 
dishwasher, oven and air-conditioning units. these are not always checked on the building  
and pest inspection.
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10. Smoke alarms  £ 
Don’t set the house on fire to see if they’re working properly, but press the test buttons.

11. Solar panels  £ 
if the home has solar panels, look at the brand of the panels and the inverter. A lot of the  
cheap panels won’t last long and will lose efficiency as they age.

12. Electrical  £ 
rubber cables were used on older properties, and these will perish so they’ll need to be  
upgraded at some point. this is relevant if you want to start renovating or adding electrical  
points or air conditioning, which will overload the circuit. 

13. Underground services  £ 
this is particularly relevant for renovators. make sure you find out where these are located, as 
moving them can be difficult and costly. Dial Before you Dig, a service that provides a single point 
of contact for information about underground networks at your excavation site, will be your 
friend in this case!

Finishes 

14. Floors  £ 
Whether they’re tiles, floorboards or carpet, look for wear and tear, as well as moisture damage.

15. Ceilings  £ 
Are there any visible stains? these can be a sign of drainage issues and roof leakages, which  
can be a major (and expensive) issue to fix.

16. Paintwork  £ 
Are there are any blisters or bubbles? these may indicate the presence of termites, water  
leakage or a poor previous paint job.

17. Paintwork   £ 
What type of paint has been used? Lead paint can be expensive to paint over properly,  
assuming you plan to sand back to remove the existing paint.

18. Paintwork  £ 
if you notice freshly painted areas, pay attention to these - they may be hiding existing  
problems, so do some probing.

19. Windows and doors  £ 
open them all to make sure they’re in good working order. As strange as it may sound, you  
don’t want to move into a house and then discover some windows have been painted shut or 
can’t be opened.

20. Walls  £ 
inspect the vertical joints (VJ’s) to ensure they have been sealed with silicone – if you run your  
nail along the joint you can tell. if it hasn’t been siliconed it will crack and leave nasty shadow 
lines in time.
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Substructure + Superstructure

21. Driveway  £ 
Are there any cracks? these can point to drainage problems in the yard, which can be an 
expensive problem to fix.

22. Floors  £ 
Are they sloping or bouncy? this might mean the stumps below the house need replacing,  
which is another costly fix.

23. Timber posts  £ 
if they are the original ones in older homes you can be sure they will need replacing.

24. Timber posts  £ 
check the integrity of ant capping. they often rust and if they are not intact then go looking  
for termites.

25. Timber vs concrete £ 
timber posts and stumps can enhance the value of heritage homes, as opposed to concrete, 
especially at the front of the home.

26. Movement in the house  £ 
check for any signs the house is moving. cracks in the foundation, ceilings and walls are signs  
of this. if cracks are present it may indicate movement of the structure caused by settling and  
soil expansion.

27. Movement in the house  £ 
the amount of packing between the house and stump will indicate if it’s been levelled before.

28. Retaining walls waterproofing  £ 
these will always fail at some point in their life and are expensive to repair.

29. Asbestos  £ 
is there any asbestos in the property? if so, it can be expensive to remove. this will be  
particularly relevant if you plan on renovating.

30. Termites  £ 
you should always get a pest inspection before buying, but you can do a check for termites 
yourself too. Look for signs including mud tunnels and wood damage. pine weatherboards from 
the 1900s are termite-prone.

31. Roof   £ 
What condition is the roof in? is it sagging? if so, there may not be enough support; battens  
may be spaced too far apart. if you need to replace some roof sheets, you’ll actually have to 
replace all sheeting and upgrade to cyclone proof tiles that are nailed down.

32. Roof   £ 
Are there overhanging trees? this could cause damage to the roof in the event of a storm.
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33. Roof   £ 
for renovators, trussed roofs are ideal as you can move most of the internal walls to open the 
living area up. But always get advice from a suitable qualified professional.

34. Balustrading   £ 
check this on stairs and decks. Balustrading needs to be 1200mm high and there must be less 
than a 120mm gap between the baluster. old stairs often don’t comply with this so they’ll 
potentially need to be upgraded if you start renovating.

35. Decks  £ 
old decks can fail due to bearer sizes being too small under old code laws. they may appear  
fine to the eye but can fail when you have a party on them with several people weighing it 
down. Look for replaced bearers and joists – this can give an indication of instability.

36. Windows  £ 
Does the property have casement windows? these may look nice but they are often difficult  
to screen, or it’s too unsightly to do so. this means you will have to weather insects in your  
house and it’s also a security issue.

37. Old Windows  £ 
casement and double hung – what condition are they in? they are expensive to renovate if  
you need to engage a trade person and very timely to do yourself. 

38. Brickwork and large trees  £ 
if there are large trees present in proximity to the home check for movement in concrete 
pathways around the home, and joints opening up between the window frame and brickwork. 
these could be signs of ground movement.

39. Sub floor ventilation  £ 
is there an adequate amount of ventilation to remove dampness?

40. Sub floor access  £ 
is there enough room to gain access over the term of your ownership to regularly check for 
termites and make repairs to plumbing or electrical services if required?

Waterfront properties

41. Orientation  £ 
Avoid west-facing properties – this is particularly relevant for waterfront land. the glare that 
reflects from the water can be unbearable; and the sun can make the house very hot.  Screening 
doesn’t necessarily work and it obscures your view!

42. Check your pontoon length  £ 
ensure quay line is of a sufficient length to moor suitably sized craft.

43. Privacy  £ 
properties in dead ends of canals are ideal. there will be less water traffic with these, 
which means you’ll have more privacy and less wash than if you were situated on the main 
thoroughfare.



congratulations
you know how to avoid the mistake 
most people make!
So by using our checklist and taking the time for at least two inspections, attending your building and 
pest inspection and going to your pre-settlement inspection you will have avoided the costly mistake 
most Australians make.

But are you already pressed for time? 

not sure how you would find fit all of these inspections into your already busy week?

Does the inspection process seem a little overwhelming?

in fact you’re probably thinking quietly right now … that’s why people do skimp on inspection time – 
because they don’t have the time or don’t know what to look for.

But there is another answer. A buyers’ agent can help you by doing these inspections for you. At 
Brisbane Buyers’ Agency we have 20 years experience and we do these sorts of inspections every day 
for our clients. We know what we’re looking for and we do save our clients money!

if you are concerned you might miss something on an inspection or want help with any part of the 
property purchasing process contact paul palella now for an obligation-free chat about how he can 
help you purchase the right property for you.

paul is the principal of Brisbane Buyers’ Agency. With more than 20 years’ experience in Brisbane’s 
property industry, paul has an in-depth working knowledge of Brisbane real estate market and his 
focus is helping his clients make smart buying decisions – as easily as possible.  

Call now or click here to contact us.

http://brisbanebuyersagency.com.au/

